
� PerformanceMonitoring
andDiagnostics

Power Analysis
A comparison of incident solar
irradiance level with the DCpower
produced by a PV array and the
AC output from the inverter
provides ameasure of the overall
efficiency of the PV installation.
An analysis of the harmonic
content of the AC output will
ensure the inverter is functioning
correctly.

Thermal Imaging
� Electrical faults can cause a rise in temperature.
� A thermal imaging camera can be used to locate hotspots
within a system.

� These hotspots usually indicate an electrical fault within the
PV system.

� Such faults in a PV system include:
Reverse-bias cells, bypass diode failure, solder bond
failure, poor connections and other conditions that lead
to localised high temperature operation.

SolarPVElectricalSafetyandPerformanceTesting
� Even at low levels of luminous intensity, solar panels can generate almost their nominal open-circuit voltage. With voltages of up to 1000 volts, great care needs to be exercised whenmakingmeasurements.

� The DC conductors of the PV system should be isolated from earth during testing

� Solar Site-Survey

Irradiance:
� Known as light intensity (W/m²)
� Important factor determining the
amount of current a PV cell can produce

� Installer is required to record this during
commissioning of an installation,
as required by IEC 62446.

PVModule Temperature:
� Important factor influencing the voltage
produced by a PVmodule

� The PVmodule temperature is recorded
digitally in degrees Celsius.

CompassBearing:
� Indicates the direction (degrees) which the PV panel
will face to produce the optimumoutput.

� Important as the yield of the PVmodule changeswith
direction, as the sunmoves across the sky.

Inclinometer:
� Measure theangleatwhich thePVmoduleswill tobemounted.
� Important as the yield of the PV module changeswith
angle to the sun.

� Displayed digitally in degrees.

� Commissioning Tests and
SystemDocumentation

The international IEC 62446 standard sets out best practice for
the electrical tests required to demonstrate the safe and correct
installation of a solar PV system. This standard is recognised
internationally and is the basis formany certification schemes
and other regulatory bodies.
These tests are:
- Earth/GroundContinuity –Where protective earthing
and/or equipotential bonding conductors are fitted, such as
bonding of the array frame, BS EN62446 andMCS state
that the continuity should be tested.

- Polarity – For reasons of safety and prevention of damage to
other equipment in the system, the polarity of all DC cables
should be verified before other tests are performed.

- PVStringOpenCircuit Voltage – Safetymeasures high DC
voltages using specially manufactured test adaptors.
Required by BS EN62446 to bewithin 5%of other PV
stringswithin a PV array.

- PVString Short Circuit Current –Measured to ensure each
PV string is operating correctly andwithin 5%of other PV
stringswithin the array as set out by BS EN62446.

- PVStringOperational Current –Operational current is
measurewith the system in normal operationmode and
comparedwith the expected value. For systemswith
multiple identical strings, values should bewithin 5%of
other PV strings in array.

- Array InsulationResistance –Measured from the array
positive and negative to earth and comparewithminimum
acceptable values specified byMCS andBSEN62446.

Test voltage is selected according to the PV system voltage
(Voc stc x 1.25):

� The above tests can be carried out with a range of single
function instruments, or amulti-function instrument such
as the Seaward Solar PV150which combines all the tests
into one unit for safety and efficiency.

SystemDocumentation
� To conform to IEC 62446 certain installation verification
reports should be completed.

� Documentation to include:
1. Summary information describing the system (name, address)
2. A list of the circuits that have been inspected and tested
3. A record of inspection and test results fromeach circuit tested
4. Recommended interval until next certification
5. Signature of the person(s)
undertaking the certification

6. Reports include System Inspection
Report, Array Test Report and System
Verification Certificate

1Mohm1000VSystems >500V

1Mohm500VSystems 120V-500V

0.5Mohm250VSystems <120V

Minimum insulation resistanceTest VoltagePV System Voltage

I-VCurve Tracing
� An I-V curve is used to find the optimumcurrent (Impp)
and voltage (Vmpp) to deliver themaximumpower
(Pmax) fromPVmodules

� A typical I-V curve follows the characteristics of that
shown below.

� I-V curve data produced bymodulemanufacturers is
measured at Standard Test Conditions (STC).

� Irradiance and PVmodule temperature should be
measured as deviations from the STCwill alter the
characteristics of the I-V curve.

� A faulty cell within the PVmodule will alter the I-V curve
as demonstrated below.

� An I-V curve tracer software package can help diagnose
and find faults within a PV systemby showingwhether it
is actually operating at itsmaximumpower point for the
required conditions.
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